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Automation

Today’s Self-Pay best practices require more–they require the science of 

sophisticated behavioral and statistical analytics to truly understand individual 

guarantors’ attributes in a way real enough to determine who will pay, when 

they will pay, how much they will pay, and how best to elicit that payment.
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Endless lectures and articles today tout best practices for self-pay recovery demanding that healthcare providers 

use tools for scoring and segmenting accounts…but what about the workflow effort? Gone are the days when 

the self-pay recovery line on hospital’s financial statements could rely solely on the business office managers’ 

experience and when gut feel determined which accounts would receive an elevated work-effort beyond the 

routine and status quo statement series before going to collections---how did those calls to accounts with balances 

over $5,000 work out??

Yet, scoring and segmenting self-pay accounts, whether with an off-the-shelf tool, licensed software, or by 

traditional early-out vendor, is only part of a move in the right direction. Today’s best practices require more--they 

require the science of sophisticated behavioral and statistical analytics to truly understand individual guarantors’ 

attributes in a way real enough to determine who will pay, when they will pay, how much they will pay, and how 

best to elicit that payment.

Guarantors mustn’t be lumped into one category, or even five. Without the requisite science to assess a guarantor’s 

attributes with individual granularity, typical scoring and segmenting is just today’s equivalent of the business 

office manager’s gut-feel.

With solid science however, hospitals are capable of moving from a few broad segments, to dozens of definitive 

segments, based on predictive weighted combinations of personal attributes related to historical payment 

patterns, behavioral characteristics, demographic attributes, and variables specific to the hospital’s service area.

“Gone are the days when the self-pay recovery line on 
hospital’s financial statements could rely solely on the 

business office managers’ experience...“

Connecting the Dots:
Scoring. Segmenting. Then What?

Designing Workflow Automation to Actively Engage the Responsible Party
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Armed with this superior insight, the immediate challenge for PFS professionals is to determine the most 

effective approach to actively engage the responsible party to assure the highest recovery while sustaining or 

improving the patient’s experience with the hospital’s billing process. With appropriately robust workflow options, 

intelligence derived from the analysis of guarantor data will inform what combinations of workflow effort are 

ideal for any given guarantor in order to assure active engagement. The workflow options must be as robustly 

variable as required by the number of categories of the segments --whether to contact a responsible party by 

email, by text, or more traditional mail; as well as determining the content, tone, and timing of the correspondence 

and patient engagement—urgency, patience, empathy, respect, matter-of-fact –which combination is ideal for 

a particular guarantor to actively engage in resolving their responsibility is a specialized science that demands a 

level of expertise that exceeds the core capabilities of all but the largest of healthcare systems.

“...resolving their responsibility is a specialized 
science that demands a level of expertise that 

exceeds the core capabilities of all but the 
largest of healthcare systems.“

Advice on developing and integrating workflows acutely responsive to advanced data intelligence is where the 

lecturers and authors have fallen short to-date. The complexity of defining and creating the process solution to 

accurately refine guarantor propensity-to-pay scoring, and then executing the most efficacious workflow effort 

is the challenge that is only now being met by the RCM industry. Today’s self-pay best practices for innovative 

healthcare providers requires a new level of workflow automation, managed by specialized systems, to assure the 

best outcomes to meet the changing landscape of patient responsibility account management.
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The beauty of allowing data analytics to drive workflow processes is the unique insight gained enables a 

customized approach for each guarantor in a special, personalized manner to improve that patient’s experience 

with the billing process, and importantly, increase the opportunity for patient engagement in an informative, 

consistent manner that leads to increased recoveries.

The overwhelming challenge is determine how to use the intelligence in a cost-effective process…it’s not feasible 

to increase staffing levels to accommodate the volume of accounts and address each patient individually.

Obviously, print vendors automate production of statements and mailing; call centers automate dialing using 

simple rules-based logic; many hospitals’ websites support an automated payment portal…but the bigger 

picture required to harness data intelligence demands process integration that enables core components to 

communicate…effectively, connecting the dots. 

The answer is workflow automation…

creating customized scripts for outbound 

IVR calls, inbound call scripts for account 

reps, letters, statements, texts, emails, 

each calibrated for an individual guarantor, 

based on that guarantor’s attributes…

and then, dynamically monitoring the 

success of each level and contact attempt 

to further refine future efforts.

“...the bigger picture required to harness data intelligence 
demands process integration that enables core components 

to communicate.“


